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Part 3 

What If? Exploring Different 

Human Pathways

In this part, we consider alternative pathways in human evolution, and how 

we might better understand the different humans we might have been. We 

focus on different adaptive pathways in emotional dispositions, and open 

up new possibilities, such as situating Neanderthals as different but equal 

within our evolutionary story. We also consider how the concept of branch-

ing pathways may help us to move away from progressive narratives and 

better understand human origins as a pattern of compromises and vulner-

abilities as well as strengths.





CHAPTER 8

What If? The Evolutionary Basis 

for Different Pathways

Abstract

All too often, we see our evolutionary past as some inevitable lad-

der of progression. In considering our emotional connections, it is 

easy to imagine that the increased external friendliness and sensitiv-

ity seen in ‘modern’ humans represents some progressive or supe-

rior development from a more aggressive past. However, a close 

consideration of how external friendliness changes in closely related 

species reveals a far more complex picture, with advantages and dis-

advantages to different evolutionary pathways, each displaying a dif-

ferent type of prosocial or collaborative behaviour.

There are always many possible evolutionary pathways, affecting 

brains, bodies and behaviours. Here, however, we focus on simple 

contrasts in the adaptive routes followed within our nearest living 

relatives, chimpanzees and bonobos, and those within our closest 

friends, wolves and dogs. This brings some insights into how an 

increased openness, and the capacities to develop new external 

bonds, may have evolved. We reveal that each evolutionary pathway 
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brought both advantages and disadvantages, depending on  context, 

rather than any specific pathway being a progression. Our similar 

physiological and behavioural adaptations under pressures to be 

more tolerant (discussed in Part 2) suggest that the same processes 

that occurred in these species also affected humans. An understand-

ing of our evolutionary past as one of different alternative trajecto-

ries, and of possibilities and constraints along these, helps to frame 

our understanding of the process of human evolution, and the story 

of our origins. 

(Abstract continued from previous page)
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Introduction

The Road Not Taken

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
And sorry I could not travel both 
And be one traveler, long I stood 
And looked down one as far as I could
…
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I— 
I took the one less travelled by, 
And that has made all the difference

Robert Frost, 1916

If we look back on our lives, we can all think of key points at which there 

were different pathways to take, neither of which at the time seemed  better 

or worse than the other but from which our choice made a significant 

 difference to the rest of our lives. Robert Frost’s poem ‘The Road Not Taken’ 

Figure 8.1: Paths diverge in a wood. Photo by Beth Macdonald on Unsplash: 

https://unsplash.com/photos/P3rS8J1THi4?utm_source=unsplash&utm 

_medium=referral&utm_content=creditShareLink, with unrestricted use.
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epitomises some of these moments, in which we stand as if at a forked 

point on a path (Figure 8.1), and wonder what each alternative entails. We 

often later create a story of why our particular choice was the better one  

(Orr 2015).

It would be easy to consider changes that take place along our evolutionary 

journey, and particularly with the emergence of modern humans, as a sim-

ple progression towards humans becoming increasingly better, more social, 

more sensitive and more collaborative. As we have seen in the introduction 

to this volume, we tend to prefer to think of our evolutionary past as a nat-

ural progression towards a better human being (Anderson 2019; Porr and 

Matthews 2017; Porr and Matthews 2019). The reality, however, is quite oth-

erwise: our evolution has been a series of alternative pathways, each with 

different advantages and disadvantages – a far more complex and more 

interesting story.

Different versions of human, living alongside each other, seem like 

 something that should be part of science fiction. However, we know that 

our single existence as the only human species stands out as unusual in our 

evolutionary past. Before the last 50,000 years, various different humans 

were around at the same time, and often in the same regions. Each had fol-

lowed a different pathway, with each equally viable at the time.

Often, differences between species were driven by adaptations to different 

ecological conditions. The separation of distinct evolutionary pathways at 

times of intense environmental unpredictability mark many of the major 

changes in human evolution. Moreover, extinctions of human species 

closely match climate changes (Raia et al. 2020). As we have discussed in 

Part 1, around 2 million years ago members of the genus Homo took a path 

towards increasing reliance on hunted meat, and so intense collaboration 

and interdependence. However, other hominins, the paranthropines, spe-

cialised more on a plant-based diet, followed a different evolutionary path-

way and lived successfully alongside members of the genus Homo for at least 

1 million years. Other, equally viable alternatives clearly existed throughout 

human evolution. Their brains, bodies and social lives were probably even 

stranger than fiction. Often, the circumstances that drove different adapta-

tions are difficult to determine. The small-brained Homo naledi, for example, 

managed to survive perfectly well amongst much  larger-brained members 
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of the genus Homo, around 250,000 years ago. Areas of their frontal cortex 

promoting a complex social understanding may have promoted collabora-

tive behaviours (Holloway et al. 2018), whilst a smaller overall brain than 

other species would have been less energetically costly. Under different 

conditions, it might have been the descendants of these diminutive and 

small-brained humans, rather than larger-brained species of Homo, that 

took our place today. In short, there have been many different pathways in 

our evolutionary history. Both our tendencies to want to see our origins as 

a single story of progression and a lack of evidence tend to obscure their 

existence.

The differences between other closely related species of highly social ani-

mals can sometimes provide clues as to the differences between alternative 

species of human, not only physically but also in their minds, feelings and 

behaviours. Considering non-human animals can also be helpful because, 

whilst we find it hard not to impose a ladder of progression on humans, 

we readily understand that the differing adaptations that different animals 

show to their circumstances are comparatively neither better nor worse. The 

primate order is full of such examples. Closely related species can adapt to 

behave in quite notably different ways in response to subtle changes in their 

environments working with their existing evolutionary history. Fat-tailed 

dwarf lemurs (Cheirogaleus medius) in Madagascar hibernate to survive 

resource shortages, for example, whilst other lemurs live in different envi-

ronments or adapt to resource shortages in different ways. These paths can 

also sometimes converge, not only genetically, when species interbreed, 

but also behaviourally. Similar challenges often provoke similar responses 

in different species, or at least responses that do the same job but in dif-

ferent ways. Differing hormonal changes seems to underlie monogamous 

relationships in differing species of lemur as a result of different evolution-

ary trajectories, for example (Grebe et al. 2021).

Other examples come from social mammals much more distantly related 

to us, as we have seen in Chapters 1, 4 and 5. A fascinating example of sub-

tly differing pathways is provided by African wild dogs (Lycaon pictus) and 

grey wolves (Canis lupus). These closely related social canids are both highly 

collaborative and share very similar social structures. They hunt together, 

raise offspring collaboratively, take risks to defend each other, and share 

food. Nonetheless, these two different species show subtle differences that 
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reflect slightly different ecological conditions, existing adaptations, or even 

just chance. African wild dogs’ social communication focuses particularly on 

vocalisations, notably coughs, and on ear movements, whereas wolves are 

somewhat more dependent on facial expressions. African wild dogs (as dis-

cussed in Chapter 1) are the most internally socially cohesive of all canids, 

supporting the ill and injured. It might be easy to decide that they are the 

most social, and most collaborative. However, they are also more territo-

rial and defensive towards outsiders than wolves can be. Neither one nor 

the other is ‘better’, or even more social, but these apparently very similar 

species are simply collaborative in a different way. Whilst we might prefer 

a simple story of one species being better than another, other highly social 

animals demonstrate that the reality is far more complex.

We particularly struggle to apply these understandings to humans. Often, 

we seem only able to think about ladders of progression, and see all humans 

that show differences from ourselves as inferior. Moreover, even though we 

know that different branches of recent humans have converged, blurring 

the distinction between what we think of as our own species and other con-

temporaries, we prefer to focus our attention on ‘our’ ancestors, and elevate 

these people above others. Even using the term ‘modern humans’ for people 

alive today, and their ancestors evolving in Africa from 300,000 years ago, is 

problematic, implying some sense of betterness or progression. Homo sapi-

ens is no better than other, now extinct species of humans (what makes our 

species more wise?). We just do not have a widely understood and accepted 

term for ourselves that does not imply superiority.

Finds evidencing the increasingly diverse species of humans living after 

300,000 years ago, and contemporary with the ancestors of modern humans, 

have pushed the beginnings of a reappraisal. One suggestion has been to 

see human evolution not as a ladder but as a braided stream (in which all 

humans flow or evolve in the same direction along parallel paths). This may 

be an improvement on a simple ladder but it is far from without problems. 

The reality is that different species of humans, like other animals, often adapt 

in different directions. One fascinating example is the possibility that Nean-

derthals hibernated (Bartsiokas and Arsuaga 2020). This is far from a ridicu-

lous suggestion as Neanderthals may have adapted to resource shortfalls 

much like the fat-tailed dwarf lemur. It would, however, be an adaptation 

that meant Neanderthals travelled along a notably different direction than 
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modern humans did, not only in physiology but also, in turn, in its effects 

on social behaviour. The possibility raises all kinds of questions around how 

hibernation might have been managed within an essentially human society. 

It seems more like science fiction, yet these very ‘what if’ questions around 

adaptations that seem radically unfamiliar are important to ask. Of course, 

the idea of branching pathways proposed here, which may sometimes coa-

lesce, and sometimes lead in very different but equally viable directions, still 

oversimplifies what might be better thought of as a multidimensional set of 

pathways in which there are different domains of adaptation.

However we choose to represent our recent evolutionary trajectory, and 

here we think in terms of different pathways, the key issue is that of under-

standing differences without imposing value judgements. This seems to be 

a particular challenge with mind or emotion. As we have seen in Chapter 3, 

there are real differences in mind within our populations, all too often seen 

as inferiorities, making the challenge of understanding differences without 

a value judgement all the more important. Developing our understanding 

of how the emotional dispositions of closely related species can be different, 

with advantages and disadvantages according to context, and even equally 

social or collaborative, albeit in different ways, may be one way to help us 

rise to these challenges.

Here we draw on our knowledge of different branches of emotional 

 dispositions taken by closely related species to better understand the dif-

ferent pathways that may have been taken by humans in the past. In the 

case of non-human animals, it can be easier to acknowledge that subtly 

different branches may be neither better nor worse, more nor less social, 

and nor more or less collaborative than either other, but are rather differ-

ently social or differently collaborative. Understanding the emotional and 

behavioural changes occurring in recent human evolution as being alter-

native  pathways affecting emotional connections may help us understand 

many of the  differences between archaic humans, such as Neanderthals, 

and modern humans.

Each point of divergence along the different evolutionary paths offers many 

different possible directions of travel, which may result in different divergent 

aspects of brain, biology or behaviour. Here we focus particularly on the dif-

ferent pathways in emotional connections brought about by changes in 
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tolerance (discussed in Part 2) and their implications for our  understanding 

of human origins. In Chapter 9, we then apply this understanding to inter-

pretations of our close cousins, Neanderthals.

Alternative evolutionary pathways in other species

How different pathways towards or away from external tolerance or ‘friendli-

ness’ play out in closely related species can provide us with useful insights 

into the advantages and costs of these alternatives in our own evolution, 

and the ecological and social context from which increasing externally 

social humans emerged.

In particular, the changes we see in bonobos, in contrast to their close 

 relatives chimpanzees, and dogs, in contrast to their close relatives wolves, 

provide us with potential analogies for similar pathways in our own evolu-

tion. In both cases, we see how, in closely related species, changes in ecology 

and demography have driven changes in neuroendocrine function. In each 

case, particular social and ecological contexts have driven changes in emo-

tional preferences, capacities and vulnerabilities and enabled new types 

of relationships to emerge. Whilst, typically, dogs and bonobos are seen as 

‘friendlier’, we argue that neither pathway can easily be identified as better 

or worse, or more or less social or collaborative, but, in contrast, demonstrate 

subtly different adaptations and subtly different types of collaboration.

Contrasts in tolerance between chimpanzees and bonobos

Chimpanzees and bonobos are closely related and share many common 

characteristics. In fact, many people might struggle to tell them apart. Both 

chimpanzees and bonobos share cognitive and emotional capacities to 

build strong reciprocal alliances within their group, including to non-kin, 

and, in both, there is a certain amount of mobility between groups, mostly 

by females. However, there are notable differences in the levels of aggres-

sion, both within and between groups, as discussed in Chapter 4. Only 

bonobos can feel comfortable enough, when meeting other groups, to be 

generous to unfamiliar individuals and to share food (Lucchesi et al. 2020).

Differences in social behaviours between these two species may relate not 

only to random genetic drift through the geographic isolation of bonobos 
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but also to how their distinctive ecological circumstances influence the 

advantages and disadvantages of different social behaviours (Gruber and 

Clay 2016). Bonobos benefit from living in environments with more stable 

and reliable resources than those occupied by most chimpanzees. This has 

several implications. Firstly, female bonobos carrying young do not have to 

travel as far to find enough food, and so have more energy to spend in alli-

ance formation, which in turn affects the ability of males to form aggres-

sive alliances. Secondly, more stable and reliable resources lead to reduced 

female competition (Clay, Furuichi, and de Waal 2016). Furthermore, less 

widely distributed resources also mean that bonobos travel in larger groups, 

making it much less likely that any individuals or small groups would be 

vulnerable to attack (Furuichi 2009; Wilson et al. 2014). In effect, these sub-

tle differences mean that female bonobos gain less from competition and 

more from collaboration than do female chimpanzees, and that intergroup 

aggression is less potentially advantageous. Effectively, larger subgroups 

made up of several individuals are not ‘worth’ attacking, given little prob-

ability of success, and stronger female coalitions would also be more likely 

to defend against attacks. Both of these factors significantly reduce the 

potential advantages of entering into intergroup conflict (Furuichi 2009; 

Pandit et al. 2016). Being better at collaboration was more likely to pay off, in 

evolutionary terms, for bonobos than it was for chimpanzees. More tolerant 

and collaborative encounters also occur where resources are most plentiful 

(Lucchesi et al. 2020).

At least partly as a result of different ecological contexts, bonobos and chim-

panzees thus followed different evolutionary pathways in relation to the 

levels of tolerance after their split 1.7 million years ago (Figures 8.2 and 8.3).

As selective pressures to collaborate increase, and pressures to compete 

aggressively are reduced, testosterone production in bonobos, in con-

trast to chimpanzees, also begins to decline. As discussed in Chapter 4, the 

effect of these variations is seen in differences in androgen pathways, and 

so in reduced aggression and greater potential for intergroup interaction 

in bonobos (Hare, Wobber, and Wrangham 2012). However, as we have 

seen in Chapter 2, selection pressures acting to change hormone systems 

tend to have broad effects. Differences in testosterone thus also have wide 

effects beyond the specific behaviours being selected for (Hare, Wobber, 

and Wrangham 2012). Reduced testosterone not only leads to bonobos 
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Figure 8.2: Ecological contexts influencing differences in social behaviour between 

chimpanzees and bonobos. Penny Spikins, CC BY-NC 4.0.
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retaining aspects of juvenile behaviour but also affects wider elements of 

behaviour, physiology and physical appearance. Bonobos have flatter faces, 

with reduced brow ridges in comparison to chimpanzees, as well as a more 

juvenile face shape. They also have reduced cranial capacity and depigmen-

tation of their lips and tail tuft (Hare 2017). Bonobos are also less  aggressive 

and more prosocial to non-kin within their group than chimpanzees are 

(Tan and Hare 2017), and in a wider range of different contexts. Laboratory 

experiments have even demonstrated that bonobos are simply more will-

ing to be altruistic to strangers and to give food away accordingly (Tan and 

Hare 2013).

Research into bonobo and chimpanzee physiology, neurology and 

 behaviour continues to reveal potentially important differences. There are 

also some suggestions that changes in other hormones may have had a role 

to play in the differences between chimpanzees and bonobos. Bonobos 

show a greater socio-emotional competence, and are more ready to pro-

vide consolation to others in distress (Clay and de Waal 2013), and to offer to 

help without it being solicited (Tan, Ariely, and Hare 2017), suggesting that 

oxytocin-related empathetic responses to others are more prominent than  

in common chimpanzees. That they are more focused on eye contact  

Figure 8.3: Male chimpanzee (left), showing marked brow ridge, and 

male bonobo (right). Rennett Stowe (chimpanzee image) and natataek 

(bonobo image), respectively, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons:  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Composite_image_of_male 

_chimpanzee_(left)_and_male_bonobo_(right).jpg.
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than chimpanzees provides further evidence of a more empathetic ori-

entation to their interactions (Hare, Wobber, and Wrangham 2012; Kano, 

Hirata, and Call 2015; Stimpson et al. 2016). Indeed, bonobos are so socially 

focused that they will even sometimes prefer social interaction and play 

rather than a food reward (Warneken 2018). Getting on peacefully with 

others seems to have been so important to their survival that motivations 

to be sociable and to play can even override more basic motivations to eat. 

As research continues, further subtle but important differences are likely to 

come to light.

Different evolutionary pathways bring both advantages and disadvan-

tages, and the levels of social tolerance seen in bonobos seems to come 

with  certain costs. In fact, rather than see bonobos as simply more ‘prosocial’  

than chimpanzees, it may be more appropriate to view them as social in 

different ways. They may be more focused on empathy and reduced compe-

tition, though perhaps less focused on technology and strategic collabora-

tion. Though bonobos are as able to make tools in a laboratory setting, their 

use of tools in the wild is far more restricted than that of chimpanzees, for 

example. They seem to be too socially focused to be able to find technologi-

cal solutions to problems. Not only is tool making less evident in bonobos 

but collaborative hunting is also much rarer, and much less of their diet is 

based on hunted meat than that of chimpanzees (Layton, O’Hara, and Bils-

borough 2012). This may be because collaborative hunting often involves 

rather more strategic collaboration than empathetic collaboration. Likewise, 

whilst chimpanzees are far more reluctant to give away food than bonobos 

are, they are more willing to help with tools (Krupenye, Tan, and Hare 2018). 

For bonobos, interactions with tools seem to turn into a social game. Rather 

than hand the experimenter a tool that is needed, bonobos are more likely 

to tease them (Krupenye, Tan, and Hare 2018).

Increased juvenile behaviour, and increased playfulness, is a common ele-

ment of changes associated with increasing tolerance (Wrangham 2014). 

Whilst play behaviour is important in imagination and social bonding, it can 

come at the cost of achieving a goal for which technology is required.

Contrasts between two other closely related species, this time not our clos-

est relatives but our closest friends, wolves and dogs, provide us with a further 

significant glimpse into how increasing tolerance may have emerged.
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Differences in out-group tolerance

–  Intergroup encounters are often aggressive in chimpanzees, and are more 

passive in bonobos (Sakamaki et al. 2018; Sakamaki et al. 2015).

–  Bonobos are known to share food at borders (Fruth and Hohmann 2018).

–  Bonobos can be altruistic to strangers (Jingzhi Tan and Hare 2013).

Key ecological/structural differences

–  More stable and reliable resources imply less female competition for 

resources in bonobos, added to which, females carrying young have less 

far to travel and more time to socialise (Clay, Furuichi, and de Waal 2016).

–  Bonobos travel in larger parties. Intergroup conflict is thus less effective, 

as there are fewer opportunities for picking off individuals or small groups 

(Furuichi 2009; Wilson et al. 2014).

Differences in social structure

–  Bonobos have stronger female associations (Furuichi 2011).

–  Immigrant females bond first with females in bonobos (Sakamaki et al. 

2015) but with males in chimpanzees (Boesch et al. 2008).

–  Bonobos have longer periods of sexual swelling, ovulation is more hidden, 

and paternity is more disguised (Gruber, Clay, and Zuberbühler 2010).

–  Bonobos respond more readily to the distress of others within their group 

(Clay and de Waal 2013).

Physiological differences

–  In bonobos, testosterone stays at similar levels through development, but 

it rises in chimpanzees (Hare, Wobber, and Wrangham 2012; Stimpson et al. 

2016; Wobber et al. 2010; Wobber et al. 2013).

–  Prenatal androgen in bonobos affects the balance of empathising- 

systemising (MacLean 2016; MacLean et al. 2017).

–  Bonobos show differences in vasopressin receptor genes, which may be 

implicated in differences in social bonding (Hopkins, Stimpson, and  

Sherwood 2017).

–  Possible differences in bonobos related to oxytocin production (Hare and 

Woods 2017).

Continued.

Whilst we look like other apes, and share many social and cognitive features, 

there are many emotional similarities we share with social carnivores (as 

 discussed in Chapter 1).
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Social cognitive differences

Social interactions

–  Bonobos show a greater socio-emotional competence (Clay and de  

Waal 2013).

–  Bonobos are prosocial in wider range of different contexts than are  

chimpanzees (Krupenye, Tan, and Hare 2018).

–  Bonobos voluntarily hand over food to an experimenter more readily than 

chimpanzees; chimpanzees more readily help with tool use (Krupenye, Tan, 

and Hare 2018).

–  Bonobos make more eye contact than chimpanzees and their gaze  

attention is more drawn to faces compared to the rest of the body than 

that of chimpanzees (Kano, Hirata, and Call 2015).

–  Bonobos are more motivated (and able) to collaborate than chimpanzees 

(Hare et al. 2007).

–  There are differences in neuroanatomical structures between the two  

species (Staes et al. 2019) and differences in socio-emotional circuits  

(Issa et al. 2018).

Juvenile behaviour and play

–  Bonobos show delay in social inhibition and no reduced tolerance to  

others with age, whilst chimpanzees do not (Wobber, Wrangham,  

and Hare 2010).

–  Bonobos use tools in a play context more readily than chimpanzees  

(Gruber, Clay, and Zuberbühler 2010).

–  Bonobos will also sometimes prefer social interaction and play rather  

than a food reward (Warneken 2018).

Table 8.1: Contrasting behavioural ecology of chimpanzees and bonobos.

Continued.

Contrasts in tolerance between wolves and dogs

In the transition towards becoming dogs, descendants of wolves took a step 

further in tolerance than bonobos. They not only became comfortable with 

forming bonds with outsiders, even other species (ourselves), but, more 

than this, they are driven to do so, and are particularly adept at forming new 

emotional bonds.
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As discussed in Chapter 7, wolves and dogs are close relatives. Modern dogs 

are relatives of the grey wolf, whose ancestors’ ranges overlapped with early 

human populations in Eurasia. Humans will certainly have come into con-

tact with wolves well before ‘domestication’, at the very least as competi-

tors for hunted prey. Carnivore gnawing is common on archaeological sites 

where human remains are found, and wolf bones themselves are found on 

archaeological sites such as at Boxgrove, England, around 400,000 years ago; 

Zhoukoudian in China, dated to 300,000 years ago; and La Lazaret, France, 

dated to 150,000 years ago, for example (Serpell 2016). However, evidence 

for an unusually close relationship between humans and wolves dates to 

after 40,000 years ago, and postdates the arrival of modern humans into 

Europe and Asia. At this point, interactions with humans led the ancestors 

of grey wolves along two different contrasting pathways. Whilst we tend to 

focus on the wolf ancestors of modern dogs, it is easy to forget that ‘wild’ 

wolves did not remain the same but also followed their own path. Whilst 

wolves who were attracted to the opportunities provided by human occu-

pation ultimately became the ancestors of domestic dogs, other wolves, 

those who avoided humans, led to modern grey wolves.

The close, social interactions that began to emerge between ancestral 

dogs and humans were aided by a similarly complex social cognition (see  

Chapter 7). Like humans, wolves have complex rules about social behaviour 

and have a sense of ‘fair play’, with certain gestures such as play bows, which 

are honest signals that they will not harm others (Allen and Bekoff 2005; 

Palagi et al. 2016). Like non-human apes, and humans, wolves seem to have 

the rudiments of a theory of mind (Horowitz 2011; Udell, Dorey, and Wynne 

2008; Udell, Dorey, and Wynne 2011). Wolves show yawn contagion (one 

wolf yawning prompts others to do the same), a sign of empathy (Romero et 

al. 2014), and communicate emotions through facial expression. Moreover, 

as we have seen in Chapter 1, wolves have high levels of within-group altru-

ism (Jouventin, Christen, and Dobson 2016).

Once again, differing resource availability may have played an  important 

role in influencing changes in social behaviours between wild wolves and  

ancestral dogs. Wild wolves exploit animal prey that is unpredictable  

and concentrated, making them dependent on collaborative hunting to 

survive. Wolves living near human settlements, in contrast, will have been 
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exploiting a more predictable and widely dispersed resource. This favoured 

individual exploitation (Marshall-Pescini, Cafazzo, et al. 2017), whether it 

took the form of food scavenged from humans, food given to puppies or 

favourite adults by humans, or simply that a different suite of smaller prey 

was found near human settlements.

As a consequence of different resource characteristics, wolves living near 

human settlements seem to have become much less internally cohesive and 

more independent, even before any sustained interaction with humans (see 

Figure 8.4).

Typically, we compare wolves to dogs that are domestic pets. However, the 

contrast between wolves and modern free-ranging dogs, rather than with 

pet dogs (Figure 8.5), provides us with a useful comparison in natural social 

behaviour. Whilst wolves share the proceeds of a hunt fairly, provisioning oth-

ers such as pups and lactating females, dogs only rarely share food. Although 

pack dogs sometimes hunt, they usually do so individually. Similar contrasts 

are seen in raising offspring. Wolves form often lifelong pair bonds, and also 

parent collaboratively, with other family members looking after the young 

whilst others hunt, and with pups dependent on adults for many months. 

Free-ranging dogs, on the other hand, tend to exhibit a very varied mating 

system, in which pair bonds are rare. They typically parent their offspring 

alone, are not provisioned, and pups have to be independent at a much 

earlier age (Marshall-Pescini, Cafazzo, et al. 2017). Free-ranging dogs even 

exhibit a novel genetic adaptation to digest starch which is not shared by 

wolves (Axelsson et al. 2013). The nature of emotional connections and social 

behaviour in wolves and free-ranging dogs has adapted, along each differ-

ent pathway, to the distinctive constraints and opportunities each faced.

We might be forgiven for thinking of free-ranging dogs as less social, or less 

collaborative, than wolves since they are far less supportive of others in their 

pack. However, this would be far too simple a characterisation.  Free-ranging 

dogs are much more outwardly tolerant than wolves. A need to toler-

ate proximity to humans may partly influence changes in pack dynamics 

in dogs. Wolves tend to be defensive or, even, aggressive towards other 

packs. However, free-ranging dogs are much more tolerant of  outsiders. In 

some regions, previously pet dogs even commonly join free-ranging packs  

(Miklosi 2014). Packs themselves are also different in character. Wolf  

packs  typically comprise a ‘family’ with a breeding pair and their relatives, 
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Figure 8.4: Ecological contexts influencing differences in social behaviour between 

wolves and free-ranging dogs. Penny Spikins, CC BY-NC 4.0.
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Figure 8.5: Left: Eurasian Wolf showing long muzzle and short ears. Mas3cf, 

CC BY-SA 4.0, via Wikimedia Commons: https://commons.wikimedia.org 

/wiki/Canis_lupus#/media/File:Eurasian_wolf.JPG. Right: Free-ranging street  

dogs, showing shorter muzzle, flatter face and more pronounced ears, as 

well as changes in coat colouring. Andrew Currie from Toronto, Canada, 

CC BY-SA 2.0, via Wikimedia Commons: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki 

/Free-ranging_dog#/media/File:Street_Dogs.jpg.

and non-kin only join packs when important members have been lost. Free-

ranging dogs, on the other hand, maintain much larger pack sizes, and have 

a very fluid composition, made up predominantly of non-related animals. 

Free-ranging dogs can often form bonds with certain particular humans, 

and do so much more frequently and with greater ease than wolves.

Like the changes we have discussed above between chimpanzees and 

bonobos, these changes have been brought about by selective pressures 

acting on key genes affecting many aspects of biology and behaviour, and 

particularly on hormone systems (Dobney and Larson 2006; Trut, Oskina, 

and Kharlamova 2009; Wilkins, Wrangham, and Tecumseh Fitch 2014). 

Firstly, dogs have experienced a reduction in stress reactivity in compari-

son to wolves through changes in the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal 

(HPA) axis, adrenal glands and cortisol. In effect, unfamiliar dogs or peo-

ple are simply less scary. Secondly, their abilities to form strong emotional 

bonds have changed, with changes in eye gaze-based bonding and oxy-

tocin release (Buttner 2016). Close relationships with people can provoke 

a similar response in dogs themselves similar to that ‘warm fuzzy feeling’ 

we feel in our own human-to-human attachments (Nagasawa et al. 2015). 

A further effect of hormonal and wider genetic changes has been on 

the physical differences between wolves and dogs, which are more pro-

nounced than those seen between chimpanzees and bonobos.  Modern dog 
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‘breeds’ have been selected for certain physical and behavioural  features.  

However, ancestral dogs, and certain ‘wild’ dogs, show common features in 

response to selection for increasing tolerance, notably shorter, flatter faces, 

reduced teeth size and reduced cranial capacity. Dogs’ greater compliance/

eagerness to please, lower aggression, and heightened social sensitivity may 

be brought about through changes in the ventral striatum, with changes in 

facial musculature allowing them to be more expressive, particularly when 

it comes to expressing vulnerability (Raghanti 2019).

A potentially interesting insight into the social behaviours of incipiently 

domesticated dogs comes from dingoes (Figure 8.6), discussed in relation  

to domestication in Chapter 7. Dingoes were separated from incipiently 

domesticated dogs around 6,000–8,000 years ago, and their group social 

behaviour seems to reflect that of incipient, rather than fully domesticated, 

dogs. In effect, they seem to represent some kind of middle ground between 

the outward-focused emotional connections of dogs and the inward-focused 

emotional connections of wolves. Rather than the  disorganised group social 

Figure 8.6: The Australian dingo has affinities with both wolves and  free- 

ranging dogs, and is significant in sharing some elements of social behav-

iour with both. Jarrod Amoore from Sydney, Australia, derivative work: Mark 

Marathon, CC BY 2.0, via Wikimedia Commons: https://commons.wikimedia 

.org/wiki/File:Dingo_walking.jpg.
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behaviour seen in free-ranging dog packs, dingoes have a monogamous 

mating system, and hunt and parent collaboratively, sharing food resources 

between themselves in a more wolf-like social manner (Miklosi 2014). They 

also tend to defend their territory and their groups, in contrast to the more 

flexible social group patterns seen in free-ranging dogs. Dingoes are also 

far more tolerant of humans than wolves. They maintain eye contact more 

than wolves, though less than dogs (Johnston et al. 2017). Whilst showing a 

more cohesive internal social structure, dingoes are still able to form close 

relationships with humans, albeit being less biddable than fully domesti-

cated dogs. Whilst we may make simple contrasts between chimpanzees 

and bonobos, or wolves and dogs, in terms of inward or outward focus of 

emotional connections there are clearly shades of adaptation in between, 

as well as other possibilities we may not have considered.

As with bonobos, the greater tolerance seen in dogs does appear to have 

come at a price, or at least as a compromise (see Table 8.2).

Dogs have also become more socially sensitive and, in turn, more emotion-

ally vulnerable than wolves, largely as a side effect of the neuroendocrine 

changes promoting their enhanced tolerance (Miklosi 2014). A narrow 

 window of reduced fear reactions in wolf pups allows them to orientate 

themselves to features of their social and physical environment that are 

not dangerous and can be trusted, such as other members of the wolf pack, 

though this window closes after two to three weeks. However, in dogs, this 

window is expanded by several weeks, providing an opportunity to ‘social-

ise’ with humans and thereafter view them as potential allies. This downside 

of this increasingly behavioural plasticity is that it also brings with it a vul-

nerability to the effects of an unsupportive emotional context. Dogs suffer 

in isolation and crave social contact far more than wolves (Bradshaw 2011; 

Serpell 2016). As discussed in Chapter 7, it is not difficult to see how our 

human social sensitivities and emotional vulnerabilities share many similari-

ties with those of dogs.

In both chimpanzees/bonobos and wolves/dogs, we can see how subtle 

changes in ecology, combined with existing social patterns, can be related 

to different pathways in emotional connections – towards or away family or 

external connections. The different pathways may give us unique insights 

into differing human emotional connections and social systems in the past.
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Interactions with non-kin and outsiders

–  Aggression towards strangers is typical in wolves, although, occasionally, in 

exceptional circumstances, non-kin also join packs, such as when packs are 

missing key members (Miklosi 2014). Free-ranging dogs have a fluid group 

membership. The pack may defend itself from other packs. However, out-

siders are often incorporated within packs, and dogs which have previously 

been ‘pets’ join free-ranging dog packs (Miklosi 2014).

–  Wolf packs are typically made up of a breeding pair and their offspring (a 

‘family’), whilst free-ranging dog packs are typically made up of a large 

group of non-relatives.

Ecology

–  Wolves largely depend on high-risk and unpredictable food resources (hunted 

animals), which requires collaboration, whilst free-ranging dogs depend on 

widely distributed but more dependable resources from human settlements, 

which they typically exploit as individuals. Feral dogs have been known to kill 

larger prey. However, they also typically do this as individuals (Miklosi 2014).

–  Dogs have evolved an adaptation to digest starch (Axelsson et al. 2013).

–  Wolves have a single breeding season, whilst dogs typically breed twice a 

year (Miklosi 2014).

Social structure

–  Free-ranging dogs tend to live in larger groups than wolves, of varying size 

and in multi-male, multi-female communities. Wolves, in contrast, typically 

live in groups of around eight individuals, though there can be as many as 

40 individuals in a pack. In some ecological conditions, wolves are mostly 

lone animals (Miklosi 2014).

–  Free-ranging dogs have a fluid group membership, made up of non-kin, 

whilst wolves’ packs are typically a ‘family’.

–  Free-ranging dogs match a linear hierarchy more clearly than wolf family 

structures. Whilst aggression is low when food is absent, aggression over 

food resources is common in free-ranging dogs (Miklosi 2014). Affiliative 

behaviours are common in wolves, which also display tactics to reduce  

tension through appeasing behaviour (such as looking away from a  

threatening approach).

–  Wolves develop long-term pair bonds, whilst free-ranging dogs have a very 

flexible mating system and can display monogamy, polygny, polyandry and 

promiscuity (Pal 2003).

Continued.
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Social structure

–  Wolf pups are reliant on adults of their species for seven to eight months, 

dog pups for only up to three months (Miklosi 2014).

Differences in within-group collaboration

–  Wolves share food, parent collaboratively, hunt collaboratively (often taking 

risks on behalf of the group), risk injury to defend the pack, provision  

pregnant and lactating females, and can provision the ill and injured. 

However, these behaviours are typically not seen in free-ranging dog packs 

(Miklosi 2014).

–  Dingoes, separated from incipiently domesticated dogs around 6,000–

8,000 years ago, have a monogamous mating system, defend territories, 

hunt and parent collaboratively, and share food, possibly deriving from an 

ancestral wolf-like pattern (Miklosi 2014).

–  Conflict is observed more frequently in wolves than in free-ranging dogs. 

However, conflict is more likely to escalate to serious fighting in dogs 

(Marshall-Pescini, Cafazzo, et al. 2017).

–  Wolves outperform dogs in conspecific cooperation tasks (Marshall-Pescini, 

Schwarz, et al. 2017).

–  Wolves are more tolerant of proximity during feeding and do not  

monopolise food (Marshall-Pescini, Cafazzo, et al. 2017).

Neurophysiology

–  Dogs show a delay in the fear-mediating responses as puppies, creating 

a longer period when fear responses to novelty are reduced (about three 

to 12 weeks), and during which socialisation with humans occurs (Buttner 

2016; Topál et al. 2005).

–  Dogs show reduced stress reactivity through changes in the SAM  

(sympathetic–adrenomedullary) system affecting ‘flight or fight responses’, 

and HPA axis affecting adrenal glands and so influencing the action of 

hormones such as glucocorticoids (e.g. cortisol) (Buttner 2016; Saetre  

et al. 2004).

–  Dogs show an oxytocin-mediated attachment pathway with humans, 

engaging in mutual eye gaze from an early age (Buttner 2016; Kaminski et 

al. 2009), which stimulates oxytocin responses (Kis, Ciobica, and Topál 2017; 

Kis et al. 2014; Kis et al. 2017).

–  Dogs’ social focus on humans means that they commonly prefer praise to a 

food reward (Cook et al. 2016).

Continued.

Continued.
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Forms of collaboration with humans

Emotional connection

–  Dogs (but not wolves) have a long period of potential socialisation with 

humans during development, in which their fear response is much reduced 

in comparison to similar aged wolf puppies.

–  Dogs (but not wolves) can develop a secure attachment to humans, acting 

emotionally like an attachment figure (Kurdek 2008), or better understood 

as close friend (Miklosi 2014), and providing emotional support (Miller et al. 

2009). Humans, likewise, provide emotional support for dogs.

–  Wolves take longer to be socialised with humans (though this can be 

achieved).

–  Dogs have an oxytocin-based response to the human gaze (Kis, Ciobica, 

and Topál 2017; Kis et al. 2014; Kis et al. 2017; Thielke and Udell 2017). Din-

goes establish eye contact more than wolves, but less than dogs (Johnston 

et al. 2017).

–  Dogs approach a novel object in a shorter time than wolves (Marshall-

Pescini, Cafazzo, et al. 2017).

Strategic collaboration

–  Wolves and dogs can collaborate with humans by indicating where food is, 

and adapting to a more collaborative or competitive human (Heberlein  

et al. 2016).

–  Dogs are more dependent/pay more attention to humans when moving 

together (dogs ‘look back’, whilst wolves do not) (Miklósi et al. 2003).

–  Once socialised, wolves are even better at strategic collaboration, and  

better able to interpret human social clues (Udell, Dorey, and Wynne 2008).

–  Wolves are better able to solve problems independently (Udell 2015).

Table 8.2: Contrasting behavioural ecology of wolves and free-ranging dogs.

Of course, it is easy to oversimplify. There are subtle but important differ-

ences, nonetheless, between changes occurring in wolves/dogs and those 

in chimpanzees/bonobos, and this will also have been the case with simi-

lar changes in different species of human. Whilst bonobos are principally 

less aggressive in both within-group and out-group contexts, dogs have 

taken tolerance much further, with a marked openness to new relationships 

including with ourselves. They also display more notable novel social and 

Continued.
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emotional competences. Clearly, there are common directions in changes 

in behaviour as a result of pressures towards increasing tolerance and 

 common genetic changes as a result, but, nonetheless, each species also 

follows its own trajectory.

Different but equal human evolutionary pathways?

How do contrasts between different emotional connections in closely 

related chimpanzees/bonobos and wolves/dogs help us to understand dif-

ferent pathways in past humans?

As we have seen in Part 1, humans have been under strong selection pres-

sures to be more internally prosocial from at least 2 million years ago. These 

pressures affected the strength of emotional bonds in close-knit groups, 

emotionally motivated to care for each other. However, selection pressures 

towards wider emotional connections outside the local group, and even 

beyond that to imagined beings (Chapter 5), other species (Chapter 7) or 

even objects (Chapter 6), appear to have come to the fore in much more 

recent human evolution, and most particularly in changes we see occur-

ring after 300,000 years ago. As with chimpanzees/bonobos and wolves/

dogs there are plausible ecological explanations for the different pathways 

(Spikins et al. 2021). These latter changes share many similarities with those 

seen in bonobos and in dogs. Rather than a case of one superior, more intel-

ligent or even more ‘social’ route, different pathways are taken by different 

species under various selection pressures, with each pathway bringing both 

advantages and disadvantages. In each contrasting set of pathways we 

also see a move towards more infant-like (paedomorphic) features in the 

bonobo/dog/modern human sister species, associated with increased toler-

ance, greater intergroup interaction and increased social sensitivity.

These similarities have a genetic component in humans, much as they 

do in chimpanzees/bonobos and wolves/dogs (discussed in Chapter 5). 

There is some evidence for certain levels of convergent genetic evolution 

between humans and bonobos, for example. Genetic changes associated 

with increased prosociality are seen in both these species which are absent  

from the chimpanzee genome (Theofanopoulou, Andirko, and Boeckx 

2018). These changes have been seen in terms of shared adaptive shifts 

towards ‘tameness’, ‘friendliness’, ‘domestication’ or ‘self-domestication’ 

(Hare 2017; Hare, Wobber, and Wrangham 2012; Hare and Woods 2017; 
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 Theofanopoulou et al. 2017). Similarities to changes occurring in dogs are 

even more pronounced. In both humans and dogs, selection for ‘tameness’ 

has led to reduced stress reactivity brought about through changes in the 

HPA axis and reduction in production of stress hormones such as cortisol 

(Buttner 2016), whilst novel types of emotional bonding are the result of 

changes in oxytocin pathways (Herbeck et al. 2017; Theofanopoulou et al. 

2017). This reduced stress reactivity may well play a more important role in 

encouraging friendly approach behaviour than any changes in androgens, 

particularly since social aggression in humans is more clearly related, in 

terms of hormonal reactions, to a complex relationship between testoster-

one and cortisol, rather than to testosterone alone (Montoya et al. 2012).

There are other significant changes. A willingness to explore new situa-

tions and openness to new relationships, mediated through dopamine,  

is also common to both dogs and humans. In both species, this openness is  

achieved through an increased sensitivity to social environment, with 

changes in similar genes affecting this new ‘hypersociality’ of both species 

(Shuldiner et al. 2017). An increase in juvenile-like behaviour in both spe-

cies, associated with more paedomorphic (infant-like) facial anatomy, may 

also have led to increased playfulness and, perhaps, imagination (Fuentes 

2017; Nowell 2016). These changes also affect eye gaze. Bonobos, for exam-

ple, are more focused on eye contact than chimpanzees are (Kano, Hirata, 

and Call 2015), and similar changes may be happening in modern humans, 

given our extraordinary sensitivity to facial expressions round the eye 

area and the significance of our movable eyebrows (Godinho, Spikins, and 

O’Higgins 2018). In both humans and dogs, changes related to social bond-

ing hormones such as oxytocin may have a particular effect on eye gaze 

(Decety 2015; Decety et al. 2012; Kis et al. 2017). Contrasts within human 

populations, between individuals with different alleles of oxytocin recep-

tor genes, for example, illustrate that higher effective levels of oxytocin are 

associated with better abilities to read emotions in others (Dannlowski et 

al. 2016). These same alleles are also associated with lower stress in socially 

supportive contexts (Chen et al. 2011), and greater tendencies to make 

relationships, trust others and form strong bonds, all of which are likely to 

be selected for under conditions in which friendliness is selectively advan-

tageous. As we have seen in Chapter 1, oxytocin is important in our close 

relationships, creating a sense of warmth, comfort and security (Gilbert 

2015a; Gilbert 2015b). These stronger emotional bonds not only function-

ally cement social networks but also buffer us from other stresses.
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For both humans and dogs, their elevated sensitivity to social environment, 

coupled with a greater capacity to form new social bonds, brings both new 

vulnerabilities as well as new ways to counteract them. Dogs are extraordi-

narily socially sensitive and have a long period of sensitivity to surround-

ing social cues, accompanied by increased emotional vulnerability to any 

lack of socially supported interaction (Miklósi 2014). In humans, as in dogs, a 

greater developmental (behavioural) plasticity has led to an enhanced abil-

ity to learn, and an increasing openness (Miklosi 2014). Recent evolution 

leading to modern humans, and along a separate pathway to other archaic 

species such as Neanderthals or Denisovans, has also contributed to our 

heightened neuroplasticity (Sherwood and Gómez-Robles 2017). Both spe-

cies thus benefit from an increasingly sensitive and plastic brain, with an 

elevated capacity to adapt after birth and outside of that which is under 

direct genetic control. These changes bring elevated capacities to learn 

from our environment, particularly during development, such as, in the case 

of humans, potentially aiding in the acquisition of complex language and 

complex cultural norms.

Comparisons with the contrasting pathways taken by chimpanzees and 

bonobos, and by wolves and dogs, give us an opportunity to bring into focus 

contrasting pathways in humans. It is not difficult to see that, in many ways, 

modern humans have taken the more externally tolerant pathway, much 

like that taken by bonobos or dogs, whilst other human species  followed 

a different direction (Figure 8.7). Similar changes in emotional dispositions 

in modern humans share many similarities with the different pathways 

recorded in chimpanzees and bonobos, and in wolves and dogs.

To think only of two contrasting pathways is, of course, an oversimplifica-

tion. Like the example of dingoes, who share some characteristics with dogs 

and others with wolves, there will be pathways in between. Moreover, other 

pathways will have led in entirely different directions. Nonetheless, the con-

cept of equal but different pathways in emotional connections can help us 

move beyond ideas of superiority or sameness in interpreting the social 

lives and behaviours of our close relatives such as Neanderthals, discussed 

in Chapter 9.

Changes in emotional capacities and dispositions at this point of diver-

gence need only to have been subtle to have far-reaching effects on human 
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Figure 8.7: Potential changes in emotional dispositions along different pathways in human evolution 300,000 to 30,000 years 

ago. Penny Spikins, CC BY-NC 4.0.
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social relationships. Extending our social network has far-reaching effects, 

for example. The number of people you might know and learn from, and 

who might be your potentially significant friends, increases dramatically if 

you are able to tolerate and approach unfamiliar individuals. Hill notes that, 

in recent hunting and gathering populations, individuals might reason-

ably expect to meet a thousand other people in their lifetime, compared to 

around 20 individuals in the lifetime of the chimpanzee (Hill et al. 2014). New 

types of mutually generous bonds with distant allies, maintained despite a 

gap of time and distance, also provide a remarkable degree of social buff-

ering in times of shortfalls (as discussed in Chapter 5). These alliances can 

make a difference between death and survival. An elevated social sensitiv-

ity also allows cultural and social norms to become easily adopted, and for 

cultural ideas to spread, potentially helping innovations to buffer the effects 

of environmental changes and contributing to a large-scale social harmony. 

This elevated sensitivity may even have been instrumental in complex lan-

guage abilities (Thomas and Kirby 2018). There is little doubt that this path, 

in the words of Robert Frost, ‘made all the difference’.

Though we should be wary of making comparisons which are too simplistic, 

there is much to learn from these differing pathways in our closest living rela-

tives and our closest friends about our own evolutionary past.

As we have seen in wolves/dogs and in chimpanzees/bonobos, advantages 

brought by expanding the scope of social connectivity come with costs and 

compromises. The same evolved sensitivities that bring possibilities for high 

levels of cultural dynamism, extensive social connection and greater com-

munity resilience, come with elevated emotional needs and sensitivities. We 

all feel the costs of these evolved vulnerabilities in various ways.

At an individual level, as we have seen, we need close social support and 

emotional connection to thrive, and easily suffer in profound ways from 

loneliness or social isolation. We are liable to attachment disorders where 

genuinely caring relationships are lacking (discussed in Chapter 5) and, 

though we may have adapted new types of compensatory attachments 

(discussed in Chapters 6 and 7), even as adults we are easily weighed down 

by the fears, anxieties and even health effects that a lack of secure attach-

ments bring. We want to belong, to help people, to feel significant and cared 

for. In emotionally supportive contexts, we reach out to help others and are 
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sensitive to their feelings. When the structures we need to support our emo-

tional capacities and needs are not there, however, not only do we easily 

slip into anxiety or depression but we often take what we can get in terms 

of human connection, even if what we turn to hurts ourselves or others. 

Sometimes a lack of connection leads us to damage ourselves if we sink into 

addictions and, at other times, it can harm others if we lose a sense of reality 

and sacrifice principles to belong to any group that gives any sense of con-

nection, however unhealthy.

At the level of our societies, our capacity to connect with people who are 

unfamiliar can unravel, particularly when we are anxious or fearful. It has 

been argued that changes in oxytocin and, with them, propensities not 

only to tend but also to defend, might have elevated tendencies to dehu-

manisation (Hare and Woods 2021). However, much of our shared biological 

responses to the differences that can fuel racism or other negative attitudes 

are ones which we share with other apes (Sapolsky 2017), as discussed 

in Chapter 4. Furthermore, again as seen in Chapter 4, oxytocin can also 

prompt befriending, and changes in hormonal responses can have complex 

behavioural implications within a cultural context. Rather, tolerance itself, in 

bringing with it large-scale connected societies, may be laying the basis for 

the level of social interaction that makes dehumanisation an issue, where 

previously interactions with others were rare. Simply being prone to a range 

of social anxiety, fears and feelings of helplessness and isolation is quite 

enough to fuel hatreds. Moreover, our acute social sensitivity means we 

are highly liable to ‘follow the crowd’, and our need to belong can make us 

override our sensibilities about others’ welfare. As the now-famous experi-

ments of Stanley Milgram and Phillip Zimbardo have demonstrated, com-

pliance with authority, rather than widespread individual evil, can make us 

cruel (Zimbardo 2011). Our modern industrialised societies seem some of 

the most alienating (Gilbert 2021). All too often, our emotionally vulnerable 

brains can be pushed too much to their limits by a lack of connection, and 

be so overwhelmed by the challenges of surviving without the right kinds of 

connection that there is little space for caring about other people or nature.

We can identify how our emotional vulnerabilities and needs for emotional 

connection were adaptive in the past. The evolutionary pathway our species 

followed can be judged a ‘successful’ one in terms of survival, expansion and 

population numbers. Amongst other changes, elevated tolerance and social 
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connection provided a buffer to resource shortfalls, a means of sustaining 

social relationships in the absence of loved ones, and an ability to find close 

friendships outside of human relationships to bolster losses or make us bet-

ter people. That this pathway was ‘successful’ in these terms does not take 

away the emotional suffering that human sensitivities, needs for connec-

tion and emotional vulnerability sometimes brings, or the potential damage 

that humans can inflict on themselves or nature. We are, after all, just one 

species of many, with emotional responses and behaviours that have been 

cobbled together from existing structures along adaptive pathways entail-

ing many compromises.

Implications

A closer look at our evolutionary past reveals a rather different story from 

the one we are used to in which our species is portrayed as being better 

than any others, and perfectly adapted.

We have already seen from Chapter 4 that evolution is far less ordered and 

predictable than we might imagine. Species adapt according to immediate 

circumstances, regardless of which better options might exist elsewhere in 

the longer term. We are lumbered with the back problems that our ancestral 

bipedal locomotion brings, for example, as we are too far along this track to 

move to something that might place less stress on our lower back, such as 

four-legged locomotion. Painful emotions such as shame evolved to moti-

vate us to do what is needed to belong to a group, but they are far from an 

ideal means to do so, bringing not only great unhappiness but tendencies 

to follow group behaviours no matter the cost, and propensities to depres-

sion (Gilbert 2021). We would not have designed ourselves this way. Added 

to which, even when there is selection for one gene that might bring advan-

tageous traits, since many genes are associated with each other, many other 

traits come along with the ride. Moreover, the very mutations on which 

adaptations depend occur by chance and there are also all kinds of complex 

epigenetic factors that influence which genes are expressed in which par-

ticular contexts. The more deeply we look, the clearer it becomes that we 

are far from perfect, or even perfectly adapted. It can seem remarkable that 

we manage to negotiate life with our evolved minds, bodies and feelings as 

well as we do.
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A new perspective on differing adaptive pathways in tolerance, explored in 

this chapter, adds to this picture by bringing into focus not only the advan-

tages but also the compromises that have been brought by changes in 

emotional responses.

There are several implications.

Firstly, an understanding that each evolutionary pathway brings compro-

mises affects our interpretations of the archaeological and human evolu-

tionary record. Most obviously, we might revise some of our interpretations 

of our closest fossil relatives. An understanding of differing but equal path-

ways in tolerance provides explanations for previously enigmatic aspects of 

Neanderthal behaviour, for example. Rather than being inferior, or simply 

the same, as our own species, Neanderthals may have had different types 

of emotional connections, and a different focus to collaboration (explored 

in Chapter 9). We might also consider some of the many other species of 

human from which our pathway has diverged in the past, or who have been 

contemporaries. Diminutive species such as Homo naledi, which had small 

brains that nonetheless had enlargements in areas associated with social 

and emotional processing, might be considered to be following a pathway 

with a particular focus on strong emotional connections, for example. We 

can and should widen the scope of our interpretations to consider different 

ways of being emotionally human.

Perhaps even more importantly, there are implications for our  understanding 

of ourselves. We are naturally able to care about others and to collaborate to  

make things better, not only for our kin and friends but also  contributing  

to the wellbeing of our wider communities or people more generally. Yet 

there is a price to pay for these capacities in terms of emotional vulnera-

bilities and sensitivities, and this price is something that can be obscured 

by a reassuring narrative of superiority. It is all too easy to plan our lives 

and societies around an idea of ourselves as independent, and emotionally 

invulnerable, beings. An understanding that our evolutionary history has 

been one of compromises, in contrast, highlights the significance and chal-

lenges of our emotional vulnerabilities. We may be far more willing to give 

things up for others than a traditional view of ourselves as independent and 

self-oriented beings would suggest, as we have seen through widespread 
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adherence to constraints on freedoms during the COVID-19 pandemic 

across the world. Yet recent times have also demonstrated that we are far 

more emotionally vulnerable, profoundly affected by our social and natural 

surroundings, prone to depression or anxiety through loneliness and a lack 

of belonging, or liable to be influenced by others, than we like to imagine.

Has our evolutionary story of superiority itself contributed to a disregard 

for the emotional costs that come with a lack of connection, perhaps even 

in this way adding to a sense of alienation in modern societies? It is difficult 

to know for sure. Nonetheless, perhaps a better understanding of our evo-

lutionary history may help us to be more humble about our place in nature, 

and to recognise that we are vulnerable to the effects of social isolation or a 

lack of social safety. Only by creating supportive emotional connections can 

we be what we want to be.

Conclusions

We often think of human evolution as a progressive development of ever 

better forms of human, moving towards ourselves as some kind of pinnacle 

of evolutionary processes. There were, however, different pathways, and dif-

ferent types of human, many of which lie at the limits of our imagination.

Changes in tolerance and emotional connections in recent human evolution 

can easily be seen as advancements. However, when we consider how simi-

lar changes in tolerance play out within closely related species, those most 

closely related to us (chimpanzees and bonobos) and those most closely 

connected to our past ecological niche and present lives (wolves and dogs), 

it becomes clear that such changes present both potentials and pitfalls.

Studies of evolutionary changes in external social tolerance in closely 

related species cast insight into the types of changes that may have been 

taking place within recent human species. Particular ecological and social 

contexts may have allowed adaptations leading to external social alliances 

to become adaptive. As a result, one evolutionary pathway led to modern 

humans with new types of relationships and more extensive social net-

works. It would be too simplistic to see this as simply as an advancement or, 

even, as a more prosocial adaptation. Different evolutionary directions have 
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both advantages and disadvantages, and it may, perhaps, be more appro-

priate to see the alternative pathways lying between early modern humans 

and other archaic humans as different types of sociality.

By following our particular evolutionary path, we have benefited from an 

increased openness to new relationships, reduced stress reactivity in the 

presence of unfamiliar others, reduced aggression, and capacities to build 

new bonds. However, these adaptations also brought costs in terms of indi-

vidual emotional vulnerabilities and needs for supportive and caring social 

contexts. We can easily feel isolated and lack the right kind of emotional 

connection, making us prone to depression or anxiety. In modern industri-

alised contexts, where social isolation seems to be particularly widespread, 

and where we all too often lack a sense of social safety or relationships 

based on trust, these responses are particularly common. Perhaps, if we rec-

ognise that we are not some pinnacle of a process of increasing perfection, 

but rather the product of alternative paths, all with compromises, we might 

find it easier to understand why we have both the emotional capacities and 

the needs that we do.

If we are honest with ourselves, we would probably admit that our tradi-

tional story of human origins gives us a reassuring sense of entitlement, or  

at least a reassurance of things falling into place. A closer consideration  

of our evolutionary past reveals far less of a sense of direction, and far  

more of a story of the influence of chance, compromise and vulnerabilities. 

This may be a good point in human history to pause and reconsider our 

place in the world around this somewhat different story.

Key points

• Different species of human in the past did not follow a ladder of progres-

sion towards ourselves but travelled along different evolutionary path-

ways. For humans, as for other highly social animals, subtle changes in 

ecology can create different selective pressures affecting tolerance and 

the focus of emotional connections.

• Although changes taking place in modern humans, in contrast to archaic 

humans, after 300,000 years ago cannot be seen as simply a contrast 
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between ‘wild’ and ‘tame’, there are, nonetheless, important parallels 

with similar changes taking place between both wolves and dogs, and 

chimpanzees and bonobos.

• A process of becoming more tolerant is not as simple as that of becom-

ing more social or more collaborative, but rather one of greater social 

and emotional sensitivities, greater motivations to explore and to be 

playful, and social relationships with a more outward social focus at the 

potential expense of within-group collaboration.
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